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NewBlue Audio Scrubbers (formerly NewBlue Scrubbers) [Mac/Win]

Noise Scrubbers are audio plugins with all the tools you need to fix just about any audio issue. These
powerful audio repair plugins attack every noise problem head-on. Every Noise Scrubber includes 3
powerful sound tools—Examine, Mixer and Patcher—which together make these repair processes
simple. Just choose your tool, add each sound to the clip you want to fix, and process in one easy
process. With Noise Scrubbers you can: Examine Audio AUDIO EXAMINER - this tool removes, deletes
or inaudible parts of audio material. AUDIO EDITOR - this tool edits the sound in order to eliminate
noise, including frequency peaks and not wanted parts. Mixer Audio You can also use the AUDIO
MIXER to combine the different sounds of one or more audio clips for a total sound. Patcher Audio
AUDIO PATCHER - this tool cross-fades the different audio and sound parts. This way, the affected
parts are no longer audible. Noise Scrubbers are VST-compatible audio plugins. Choose Noise
Scrubbers to repair these and many other audio problems: Noise or Hum in Clip AUDIO SCRUBBER -
this tool attacks hum, popping sounds, out of tune and other audio problems in audio material. DEEP
NFOX - Deep NFOX is an instrument and library collection of over 5500 compressors, gating, delay,
modulation, distortion, modulation and noise loops from all over the world. Vintage Simulation -
Vintage Simulation is a search-engine based simulation of the original sound of the most famous and
modern vintage hardware compressors and reverbs. Vintage Resonance - Vintage Resonance is a
simulation of the sound of the ancient tape recorder (also called an insert) from the 50s and 60s.
Noise and Hum in Scene AUDIO SCRUBBER - this tool attacks noise, popping sounds, out of tune and
other audio problems in audio material. DEEP NFOX - Deep NFOX is an instrument and library
collection of over 5500 compressors, gating, delay, modulation, distortion, modulation and noise
loops from all over the world. Vintage Simulation - Vintage Simulation is a search-engine based
simulation of the original sound of the most famous and modern vintage hardware compressors and
reverbs. Vintage Resonance - Vintage Resonance is a simulation of the sound of the
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Creating high quality audio is important to us, so we went to the best audio engineers to ensure that
they work in the same way that you do. Our engineers were so confident in their work that they
included detailed Technical Support docs for each plugin. In fact, the creators of NewBlue Audio
Scrubbers have been extremely helpful in answering hundreds of messages over the past few years.
Some even went so far as to create an entire collection of Audio Tools and Software. Sorry for the
late reply. Yes, you can, although it may take a couple of tries for it to work for all of your clips. The
only reason I suggest the lengthy process is because the process is more likely to do what you want
it to. Also, if you have the original project file, you can use audio normalization, which is a way to use
normalization to add or remove audio, for making the clips identical. If you have Audacity 1.5.5, you
can right click on the clip, and choose Normalize Audio in the Audio menu. Best, Gandalf I hope you
found the plugin, it's a great addition to the set. In the project settings, you can include duplicates
(and therefore have a blank audio file as well). With the project file open, click the export audio
button, and choose duplicates. And finally, if you'd like, you can also export the project file, and you
can look at the project settings on that file. Nice one! I couldn't find a preset that exactly solved the
problem but I found a combination of two plugins that solved my problem: NewBlue Audio Auto
Fader and NewBlue Audio Hum Remover This worked like a charm for me. I can now say that I have a
much cleaner mix :) So I finally gave in and decided to go with this plugin. I tried it but it didn't work
for some reason. But I do have two little tips for you if you get the same problems as me: 1. When
you select the fader that the hum is coming from, the grey background disappears. 2. While in the
presets you can look at the clip tab and select "Protect song" in the Audio menu Hope this helps
Thanks for the info. I might have a different audio file, there's a good chance I am just sending the
wrong one. Also, I'm not sure if you saw b7e8fdf5c8
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NewBlue Audio Scrubbers corrects audio problems with ease. Offering 6 powerful, easy-to-use audio
repair techniques, this collection of audio plugins attacks noise and hum problems from every
direction. Using NewBlue Audio Scrubbers, you can repair scenes in one easy process: Just choose
your tool, then process your clips with little to no fine-tuning from clip to clip. NewBlue Audio
Scrubbers are VST-compatible, too. This collection includes: Audio Polish, Auto Mute, Cleaner, Hum
Remover, Noise Fader, Noise Reducer. Despite its ease of use, NewBlue Audio Scrubbers exhibits a
set of useful tools for your audio processing needs. Audio Polish - Fast and easy to use, Audio Polish
forces audio to become crystal clear. Simply apply the polish and you'll be amazed by the results.
There are three Auto Polishes that are generated and can be used on all six available tools. Simply
open the one you want and set the output depth and mode. Auto Mute - Automatically levels your
audio. Imagine a sound engineer being able to reduce the audio levels of a noisy scene without
manually editing it. Well, NewBlue Audio Scrubbers can do just that. NewBlue Audio Scrubbers' Auto
Mute Plugin enables you to "dial in" the gain of your audio automatically. Cleaner - A tool for all
occasion: It's a good idea to clean up or mute audio during commercials, but what about when your
audio is riding an elephant? NewBlue Audio Scrubbers' Cleaner Plugin allows you to isolate the
elephant from your audio without need to manually process it. The Cleaner Plugin takes 3 seconds to
process and its results are identical to those of a different tool with 8 times more processing time.
Hum Remover - If it sounds like a room full of crying children in the background, or if you hear a
humming sound in the audio, this plugin will make it virtually disappear. Set the Hum Remover to
work on a reference instrument and adjust the Hum Level to get the desired audio improvement.
Noise Fader - When recording and producing music you might find that you are constantly adjusting
the gain, EQ, and volume to get the song or recording to sound the way it should. Well, the Noise
Fader Plugin from NewBlue Audio Scrubbers can help you. Simply fade the noise from your audio.
The Noise Fader Plugin fades the noise by its

What's New In?

NewBlue Audio Scrubbers corrects audio problems with ease. Offering 6 powerful, easy-to-use audio
repair techniques, this collection of audio plugins attacks noise and hum problems from every
direction. Using NewBlue Audio Scrubbers, you can repair scenes in one easy process: Just choose
your tool, then process your clips with little to no fine-tuning from clip to clip. Powered by
AudioScrubbers.com of NewBlue Audio. Fri, 14 Jun 2010 16:46:51 -0700costcuttingseffectsfree
Scrubbers Managing and Performing Audio Scrubbers, Waveform Trimmer, Normalizer, Noise
Generator, Style Maker, and Amplifier on 10 clip types. Get the best performin for your audio tasks!
With Audio Scrubbers, you can edit your sounds using 5 different tools that are very simple to use.
You can use these tools in combination to improve audio quality in real time. If you do not have the
time, wait for as little as 5 minutes to get the best results. And with its Performer tab, you can
manage a large number of sound files. Audio Scrubbers also has a Playlist tab, that allows you to
input your audio files from a single folder, and you can even input files directly from iTunes, Sound
Forge, Audacity, Izotope’s Pitchshift and many other applications. This tab will save you the time to
open each file one by one, and also simplify the copying of media in the Apple Authorizations, so that
you can even manage multiple audio files. With its Fader tab, you can manage the level of the audio
and audio files. You can edit clips and adjust level in 5 ways, and can even mute and even rescale
clips and levels at any time. With Scrubbers Waveform Trimmer, you can easily adjust audio levels
and spectral audio quality. Its Shimmer and Sound Enhancer modes are designed to minimize noise
and increase resolution. It can also be used to repair poorly damaged audio. Using NewBlue Audio
Scrubbers, you can repair scenes in one easy process: Just choose your tool, then process your clips
with little to no fine-tuning from
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System Requirements:

Supported Platforms: Minimum: OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1 RAM: 4 GB Processor: 2.0 GHz Dual
Core Storage: 1.5 GB available space Additional Notes: Mumble / Ventrilo / Teamspeak 4.0 Rumble /
Ventrilo / Teamspeak 3.7 Mac OS X 10.7.5 or later Flash Player 11 or later DirectX 11 or later Mumble
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